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Over the past century, our Supreme Court has wrestled with the challenge of
reconciling the First Amendment’s textually ambiguous commitment to “the
freedom of speech, and of the press,” with many countervailing government
interests in restricting and punishing various forms of speech. This struggle
has beenmost divisive in times of war. Over the course of this century, though,
we have moved gradually from a very limited understanding of this freedom,
especially in wartime, to a much more speech-protective understanding. The
period between the beginning of World War I and the end of World War II
reflected a continuing struggle to reconcile these two competing concerns. As
this essay suggests, during that era wemade significant progress in recognizing
a broader understanding of the First Amendment, but even at the end of
World War II we still had a long way to go.

*Geoffrey R. Stone is the Edward H. Levi Distinguished Professor of Law at the
University of Chicago. This essay builds on his book Perilous Times: Free Speech in
Wartime from the Sedition Act of  to the War on Terrorism (New York: W. W.
Norton, ).
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Between  and , Americans confronted a range of contentious and
often divisive issues, including Prohibition, evolution, labor reform, the rise of
the Ku Klux Klan, and the economic and social upheavals caused by the
Depression. These conflicts gradually fostered a new social consciousness
about many traditional norms and mores, a heightened awareness of the
earlier suppression of dissent, and new questions about how American society
ought to define, promote, and protect the freedom of speech.1 After the
excesses of World War I, a more expansive view of free expression began to
emerge. Americans came to recognize thatWorldWar I–era dissenters had not
been as menacing as they had been led to believe. Increasingly, they discussed
the protection of civil liberties as a civic responsibility. This was reflected in
new attitudes in government, the academy, the media, and the courts.

In , theNewYork Times observed that the sesquicentennial of the Bill
of Rights provided the perfect occasion for the nation to reflect on “our
American values and institutions” and to consider the extent to which they
are “dependent upon the maintenance of free discussion.”2 In that same year,
Attorney General Frank Murphy explained that the “maintenance of civil
liberties” is one of the “bulwarks of democracy.”Tomake this more thanmere
rhetoric, Murphy established a new Civil Liberties Unit in the Department of
Justice to ensure that the rights of citizens, however unpopular, would be
vigorously defended by the federal government.3

Nowhere was this shift more evident than in the Supreme Court. In two
significant decisions during the s, Gitlow v. New York4 and Whitney
v. California,5 the Court considered the constitutionality of state laws
making it a crime for any individual or organization to advocate the violent
overthrow of government. Although the Court upheld these laws, it also,
for the first time, seriously engaged the First Amendment. Echoing Judge
Learned Hand’s approach in Masses, the Court in Gitlow and Whitney
emphasized that the challenged laws did not penalize “the advocacy of
changes in the form of government by constitutional and lawful means”
but only the express advocacy of “the overthrow of organized government by
unlawful means.”6 The Court clearly implied that utterances that stopped
short of express advocacy of unlawful action would pose a very different
constitutional question.

Equally important, Justices Holmes and Brandeis continued to hammer
away at the majority on the question of clear and present danger. As Professor
Harry Kalven observed, “[l]ike twin Moses come down from Mount Sinai
bearing the true Commandment,” Holmes and Brandeis insisted that the
proper standard, “rightly derived from the First Amendment,” was clear and
present danger.7
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Justice’s Brandeis’s concurring opinion in Whitney in  merits par-
ticular attention. At the outset, Brandeis set forth his view of the intentions and
beliefs of the Framers of the Constitution:8

Those who won our independence believed… liberty to be the secret
of happiness and courage to be the secret of liberty. They believed
that freedom to think as you will and to speak as you think are means
indispensable to the discovery and spread of political truth; that
without free speech and assembly discussion would be futile; that
with them, discussion affords ordinarily adequate protection against
the dissemination of noxious doctrine; that the greatest menace to
freedom is an inert people; that public discussion is a political duty;
and that this should be a fundamental principle of the American
government.

[T]hey knew that… it is hazardous to discourage thought, hope
and imagination; that fear breeds repression; that repression breeds
hate; that hate menaces stable government; that the path of safety lies
in the opportunity to discuss freely supposed grievances and pro-
posed remedies; and that the fitting remedy for evil counsels is
good ones.

Brandeis then explained how these beliefs gave meaning to the First
Amendment:9

Fear of serious injury cannot alone justify suppression of free speech
and assembly. Men feared witches and burned women. It is the
function of speech to free men from the bondage of irrational fears.
To justify suppression of free speech there must be reasonable
ground to fear that serious evil will result if free speech is practiced.
There must be reasonable ground to believe that the danger appre-
hended is imminent. Theremust be reasonable ground to believe that
the evil to be prevented is a serious one.

Those who won our independence by revolution were not
cowards. They did not fear political change. They did not exalt order
at the cost of liberty. To courageous, self-reliantmen, with confidence
in the power of free and fearless reasoning applied through the
processes of popular government, no danger flowing from speech
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can be deemed clear and present, unless the incidence of the evil
apprehended is so imminent that it may befall before there is oppor-
tunity for full discussion. If there be time to expose through discus-
sion the falsehood and fallacies, to avert the evil by the processes of
education, the remedy to be applied is more speech, not enforced
silence. Only an emergency can justify repression.

Unlike the speech at issue in theWorldWar I cases, the political program
of the Communist Labor Party, at issue in Whitney, expressly advocated
“unlawful acts of force [and] violence” as a “means of accomplishing …
political change.” Would Brandeis afford constitutional protection even to
that form of expression? Brandeis, joined by Justice Holmes, concluded that
even advocacy of law “violation, however reprehensible morally, is not a
justification for denying free speech where the advocacy falls short of incite-
ment and there is nothing to indicate that the advocacy would be immediately
acted on.”10

Although Holmes and Brandeis still spoke only for themselves in these
cases, their arguments began to take hold. Between  and the beginning of
World War II, the Court consistently sustained First Amendment claims.11

Increasingly, the Court invoked the “clear and present danger” standard, so
forcefully articulated by Holmes and Brandeis.12

Would this new attitude toward free speech hold in a wartime atmo-
sphere? World War II presented a very different problem than World War
I. In World War I, there had been no direct attack on the United States.
Dissenters could therefore argue that the nation did not need to go to war. In
World War II, however, after Pearl Harbor, Americans felt the United States
had no choice but to declare war. They were therefore generally united in a
common cause. In terms of tolerance of what little dissent existed, this could
cut in one of two ways. Americans could either more comfortably tolerate
dissent, which could readily be dismissed as misguided but not dangerous, or
they could bluntly crush dissent because war opponents were so marginal that
their suppression would hardly be noticed. In this sense, World War II posed
an issue quite distinct from those posed in , , or .

the lead-up to world war ii

With the Depression and the advent of fascism in Europe, new fringe move-
ments began once again to challenge the central tenets of American society.
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On the left, the Communist Party of the United States, formed after World
War I, gained significant support during the misery of the s. On the right,
a disparate array of fascist organizations, united by a fervent anti-Semitism
and a fear of moral decline, sprang into being. The most visible of these fascist
organizations was the German-American Bund, whose members sported
Nazi-style uniforms and aped the Hitler salute.13

With the rumblings of war in Europe, these organizations increasingly
tested the depth of America’s renewed commitment to tolerance. In the late
s, groups such as the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League and Friends of
Democracy came into existence with the goal of thwarting American-based
fascism. Members of these anti-fascist groups worried that Americans would
be vulnerable to fascist propaganda. Anti-fascist commentators criticized
Justice Holmes’s clear and present danger test as dangerously naïve. They
argued that fascist movements could lay the groundwork for their programs
through the use of insidious propaganda and that such propaganda should
therefore be nipped in the bud.14

In April , Representative Samuel Dickstein, who had made a name
for himself campaigning against “Nazi rats, spies and agents,” proposed that
the House of Representatives establish a new committee to investigate
un-American propaganda. The House defeated his proposal by a vote of
 to .15 A year later, though, as the situation in Europe deteriorated,
theHouse voted to convene theHouse onUn-AmericanActivities Committee
(HUAC) by a vote of  to . Chaired by Representative Martin Dies,
HUAC was charged with investigating “the extent, character and objects of
un-American propaganda activities in the United States.”16

The Dies Committee planned initially to focus on the German-American
Bund, which had gained substantial membership from  to . Amidst
flowing swastikas and American flags, the Bund defined itself as “a militant
group of patriotic Americans” determined to stand fast against “[r]acial [i]
ntermixture” and the “liberal-pacifist forces undermining” the traditional
values of the United States.17 In , the Bund drew , enthusiastic
supporters to a rally in New York’s Madison Square Garden.

As it turned out, however, the Dies Committee directed most of its
attention at the Communist Party. Dies was eager to expose alleged Commu-
nist “influences” in the New Deal. HUAC launched extensive investigations
of liberal organizations whose activities it tarred as “un-American.” The Dies
Committee’s proceedings were often wildly irresponsible and, as a conse-
quence, were given spectacular coverage by the media. The first volume of
the Committee’s hearings named  organizations,  newspapers, and
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 labor organizations as “Communistic,” including the Boy Scouts, the
ACLU, the Catholic Association for International Peace, and the Camp Fire
Girls. The Committee was especially concerned about Communist infiltration
ofHollywood.Onewitness went so far as to suggest that Shirley Temple served
communist interests.18

In , Dies asserted that there were “six million Communist and Nazi
sympathizers” in the United States and that they “constituted a real menace”
to the nation’s security.19 The following year, the Dies Committee recom-
mended that the United States ban the use of the United States mails for any
“totalitarian” propaganda.20 Despite its excesses, the Committee remained
popular with the public.21

In , President Franklin secretly authorized the FBI, under the lead-
ership of J. Edgar Hoover, to investigate suspected fascists and Communists in
the United States. Hoover then confidentially instructed his agents “to obtain
from all possible sources information concerning subversive activities being
conducted in the United States.22 Hoover later circulated a directive defining
“subversive activities” as including, among other things, “the distribution of
literature … opposed to the American way of life.”23

The outbreak of the war in Europe in September  forced the FBI’s
actions into the open, and in November  Hoover revealed to a House
subcommittee that the FBI had “compiled extensive indices of individuals,
groups and organizations engaged in … subversive” and other activities that
might be “detrimental to the internal security of the United States.”24 Several
years later, Attorney General Francis Biddle informed Hoover that there was
no legal justification for keeping such a list of citizens and that Hoover’s list
should “not be used for any purpose whatsoever.” Hoover, however, simply
renamed the project and directed his agents to continue their work. He
cautioned that this program “should at no time be mentioned or alluded to
in investigative reports discussed with agencies or individuals outside the
Bureau.”25

The shocking fall of France in  triggered a sense of alarm and
vulnerability in the United States. Germany’s stunning victory was attributed,
especially by the humiliated Frenchmilitary, to the work of a “fifth column” of
Nazi sympathizers within France. Congress then reenacted the Espionage Act
of , making its provisions applicable for the first time in peacetime.26

Three months later, Congress enacted the Smith Act, which among other
things, prohibited any person “knowingly or willfully” to “advocate, abet,
advise, or teach the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing
or destroying any government in the United States by force or violence.” 27
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President Roosevelt declined to veto the SmithAct, insisting that its provisions
could “hardly… constitute an improper encroachment on civil liberties in the
light of present world conditions.”28 There were only two prosecutions under
the Smith Act during World War II, largely because Attorneys General Frank
Murphy, Robert Jackson, and Francis Biddle opposed the law.29

The outbreak of hostilities in Europe created a mood of high anxiety in
the United States. Attorney GeneralMurphy declared that there would be no
witch hunt for subversives, but he emphasized that there would be “no laxity”
either. Pressured by the Dies Committee’s incessant accusations that the
Roosevelt administration was lax on radicals, and “by clear signals” from the
President, who insisted upon a “no-nonsense approach to un-Americanism,”
Murphy promised Roosevelt that he would demonstrate that “we are not
a soft, pudgy democracy.”30

Under constant pressure from Roosevelt to placate Dies and to defuse
criticisms that his administration was soft on Bundists, Murphy ordered the
arrest in January  of the leaders of the Christian Front, a virulently anti-
Semitic group with several thousand members in the New York area. The
government prosecuted seventeen members of this group on the theory that
they had conspired to establish “by force of arms” a Nazi rule in the United
States. There was little evidence of guilt, however, and the jury refused to
convict.

In April , after Roosevelt had appointed Murphy to the Supreme
Court, his successor, Robert Jackson addressed the nation’s federal prosecu-
tors. He warned that “times of fear or hysteria” have often resulted in cries “for
the scalps” of those with dissenting views. He exhorted his United States
Attorneys to steel themselves to be “dispassionate and courageous” in cases
dealing with “so-called subversive activities.” Jackson urged the nation’s
prosecutors to keep in mind that in times of national crisis, “[t]hose who are
in office are apt to regard as ‘subversive’ the activities” of anyone who would
bring about a significant change of policy or “a change of administration.”
He declared that, “[i]n the enforcement of laws which protect our national
integrity and existence, we should prosecute [only] overt acts, not the
expression of opinion.”31

In the summer of , Roosevelt appointed Attorney General Jackson
to the Supreme Court. He then appointed Francis Biddle as acting attorney
general. Before this appointment, Biddle, a member of the ACLU,32 had
taken a strong pro-free-speech stand, cautioning against hysterical overreac-
tion and endorsing Justice Holmes’s view that the appropriate response to
un-American speech was counterspeech, not suppression. In September of
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, he promised “to see that civil liberties in this country are protected” and
that wewill “not again fall into the disgraceful hysteria of witch hunts…which
were such a dark chapter in our record of the lastWorldWar.”33 This position
did not sit well with Roosevelt, who questioned whether Biddle “was ‘tough
enough’ to deal with the subversive element.”34 After his appointment as
acting attorney general, and largely at Roosevelt’s insistence, Biddle reluc-
tantly softened his stance. He urged civil libertarians to bemore realistic and to
recognize that limitations of civil liberties might be necessary.

After the attack on Pearl Harbor, though, Biddle was determined to avoid
what he regarded as the grievous mistakes of World War I. On December
, , he attempted to help set the national tone in a speech commemo-
rating the nd anniversary of the Bill of Rights. He reminded the nation that
“although we had fought wars before, and our personal freedoms had sur-
vived, there had been periods of gross abuse, when hysteria and fear and hate
ran high, and minorities were unlawfully and cruelly abused.” He added that
“[e]very man … who cares about freedom must fight [to protect it] for the
other man with whom he disagrees.”35

A few days later, several men were arrested in Los Angeles for allegedly
praising Hitler, asserting that “the Japanese had a right to Hawaii” because
there “are more of them there than there are Americans,” and declaring that
theywould “rather be on the side of Germany than on the side of the British.”36

They were charged with violating the Espionage Act of . Biddle imme-
diately dismissed the charges, stating that free speech “ought not to be
restricted” unless public safety is “directly imperiled.”37 We had come a
long way since World War I.

After Pearl Harbor, few people questioned our participation in the war.
Most of those who did had long been alienated from American society. They
believed that national policy was set by an international conspiracy of Jews,
Communists, international bankers, and the British; that the attack on Pearl
Harbor was due largely to our own unwise policies; that the war could serve no
legitimate national purpose; and that we should promptly extricate ourselves
from the conflict through negotiation. The often vitriolic attacks of such
individuals began to grate on the nation’s nerves. Nonetheless, although public
pressure mounted on Biddle to punish these dissenters, he refrained from
doing so, believing that critics of the war were protected by the First Amend-
ment.38 Biddle’s inaction led to a direct rebuke from the President.39 Indeed,
according to Biddle, it was Franklin Roosevelt who exerted the most pressure
on him to prosecute dissent.40
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In January , Roosevelt sent a note to J. Edgar Hoover asking “what
was being done about William Dudley Pelley,” an admirer of Hitler whose
writing, Roosevelt observed, “comes pretty close to being seditious.” “Now
that we are in the war,” he concluded, “it looks like a good chance to clean up a
number of these vile publications.”41 Over the next few months, the liberal
press continued their attack on fascists. The editor of the Nation complained
that “[t]olerance, democratic safeguards, trust in public enlightenment” had
all proved inadequate, and demanded that government “Curb the Fascist
Press!” In April , Roosevelt directly confronted Biddle, demanding to
know what was being done about Pelley and pointedly asking him, yet again,
“[W]hen are you going to indict the seditionists?”42 Two months later, the
arrests began.

“i am the hitler of america”

William Dudley Pelley was born in  in Lynn, Massachusetts. An avid
reader, Pelley was largely self-educated. Over the years, he worked as a police
reporter for the Boston Globe, served as a writer and editor for several New
England journals, and published more than a hundred feature articles and
short stories in a broad range of national magazines.

On January , , the day after Adolph Hitler was appointed Chan-
cellor of Germany, Pelley founded the Silver Legion of America, an organi-
zation dedicated to bringing fascism to the United States. His stated goal
was to “preserve the form of constitutional government set up by the
forefathers.”43 The “Silver Shirts”were Pelley’s version of Hitler’s “S.S.” Pelley
traveled across the nation recruiting members, establishing training sites,
speaking at rallies, and spreading his message that a cabal of Jews planned
to take over the Christian nations of the world. By , there were ,
Silver Shirts and his journal had attained a circulation of ,.

In , Pelley announced his candidacy for President of the United
States on the Christian Party ticket. His campaign slogan was “For Christ and
Constitution.” He proclaimed that “the time has come for an American
Hitler.”44 Only one state—Washington—permitted Pelley on the ballot. He
received , votes out of , cast.45 He blamed his disappointing
showing on Jewish sabotage of the voting machines.46 Despite this defeat,
the following year Pelley’s name headed a German list of “National Men in
America” who could be expected to cooperate with the Nazis.47 In , the
Dies Committee observed that a large number of organizations sympathetic
to Nazi and Fascist ideals had recently emerged in the United States.48
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It identified Pelley’s Silver Shirts as “the largest, best financed, and certainly
the best published” of these groups. It added that Pelley had anointed himself
“the American Hitler.”

When the United States finally entered World War II, Pelley was dis-
traught. He dissolved the Silver Legion because it was no longer advisable—or
safe—to parade about in Nazi-style uniforms. After a few weeks of sulking,
however, he launched two new magazines, Roll Call and The Galilean, to
resume his attack. He aggressively criticized Roosevelt, asserting that he had
instigated the war in order to save his faltering New Deal economy. In March
, Pelley wrote in The Galilean that Roosevelt had lied to the American
people about Pearl Harbor when he assured them that, “although damage has
been severe, our Pacific fleet is still intact.” In fact, Pelley reported, the
Japanese had completely destroyed the Pacific fleet. It was this issue of The
Galilean that triggered Roosevelt’s demand that Attorney General Biddle
“indict the seditionists.”49

The following month, Pelley was indicted. He was charged under the
Espionage Act of  with making “false statements with intent to interfere
with the operation or success of the military or naval forces of the United
States or to promote the success of its enemies.” The indictment included
numerous counts based on statements Pelley had made in The Galilean
between December , , and February , . The following are illus-
trative of these statements:50

• “To rationalize that the United States got into the war because of an
unprovoked attack on Pearl Harbor, is fiddle-faddle.”

• “Mr. President…might, easily, by the turn of a phrase… have prevented the
attack on Pearl Harbor.”

• “Mr. President chose to surround himself with Zionists and a fearful war
resulted from their counsels.”

• “There is not the slightest enthusiasm anywhere in all America for this war—
with the sole exception of the Jewish ghetto sections of our swollen cities.
And those ghettos will not fight. Gentile boys from factory and farm must
do the fighting.”

• The United States is “bankrupt.”

The trial began in Indianapolis on July , . Pelley’s lawyers proved
profoundly inept. Not only did they fail to assert many possible objections,
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but at one point Pelley’s own attorney inadvertently referred to him as
“Mr. Hitler.” After seven days of testimony, the jury found Pelley guilty on
eleven counts of seditious libel. Declaring that his “clever mind” made him
especially dangerous, Judge Robert Baltzell sentenced Pelley to fifteen years
in prison.51

The United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit affirmed the
conviction. The court of appeals acknowledged that the very “nature” of these
statements made their “refutation” difficult because many were mere “gener-
alities with insidious connotations.”Nonetheless, the court of appeals rejected
Pelley’s contention that his utterances were statements of “opinions, criti-
cisms, arguments and loose talk” that could not properly be “proved” false.
The court of appeals explained that the readers of The Galilean had not been
“candidly informed of the true character and value of the statements,” which
had been stated as “definite or inevitable facts” rather than asmere opinions or
conclusions. Thus, Pelley’s statements could reasonably be found to be false.

To meet the requirements of the Espionage Act, the government had to
prove “evil intent” as well as falsity. That is, the government had to prove that
Pelley had made false statements with the intent of hindering the war effort.
To meet this burden, the prosecution presented evidence about the activities
of the Silver Shirts in themid-s, Pelley’s  campaign for President, and
his expressions of admiration for Hitler. Ultimately, however, the court of
appeals concluded that the “argument that proof of intent is lacking hardly
needs consideration.” The court of appeals explained that, “[i]n time of war,
when success depends on unified national effort,” an individual who falsely
reports the country’s “failure in battle,” falsely asserts that the nation is
“bankrupt,” and falsely claims that it has “incompetent leadership,” cannot
plausibly deny that he had “a criminal intent to interfere with the operation or
success of the military or naval forces.”52

The Supreme Court declined to review the case. Pelley spent ten years
behind bars at the Terre Haute penitentiary. He was paroled in , on the
condition that he not participate in any “political activities” in the future.53

the prosecution of william dudley pelley and the sedition
act of 1798

How does the prosecution of Pelley in  compare with the prosecutions of
Republicans in ? The Sedition Act of  declared it unlawful for any
person to make “false, scandalous, and malicious” statements about the
government, the president, or the Congress with the intent to bring them
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into “contempt or disrepute” or to excite against them the “hatred of the good
people of the United States.” Under this Act, Republican Congressman
Matthew Lyon was convicted for “falsely” asserting that in the administration
of President Adams “every consideration of the public welfare”was “swallowed
up in a continual grasp for power,” Republican journalist Thomas Cooper was
convicted for “falsely” accusing Adams of undermining the nation’s credit,
and Republican Charles Holt was convicted for “falsely” stating that the citizens
of the United States held a “just abhorrence for standing armies.” These
statements are illustrative of the assertions prosecuted under the  Act.

Would Pelley have been convicted under the Sedition Act of ? Surely,
“yes.” Pelley’s statements were legally indistinguishable from those of Lyon,
Cooper, and Holt. The more interesting question is how far we had come
from  to . As Justice Holmes rightly observed in his opinion in
Abrams, “the United States through many years had shown its repentance for
the Sedition Act of .”54 Indeed, during the congressional debates on
the Espionage Act of , under which Pelley was convicted, even the most
fervent proponents of the Act fell all over themselves insisting that the
Espionage Act of  was a far cry from the Sedition Act of .

What was so bad about the Sedition Act of ? One problem was that
the Act covered statements of opinion as well as statements of fact. Through-
out the congressional debates in , opponents of the Act voiced this
concern. Indeed, the Republicans maintained that the very notion that polit-
ical opinions could be deemed “false” was itself subversive of the Constitu-
tion.55 The court of appeals in Pelley, acknowledging the lessons of history and
the intent of the drafters of the Espionage Act, properly held that statements of
political opinion could not be deemed “false” under the Act.

But the line between a statement of fact and a statement of opinion is
often elusive. As the court of appeals conceded, the very “nature” of Pelley’s
assertions made their “refutation” difficult because they tended to be mere
“generalities with insidious connotations.” Rather than accepting Pelley’s
contention that his utterances consisted of “opinions, criticisms, arguments
and loose talk” that could not constitutionally be declared false, the court of
appeals argued that because Pelley had not “candidly informed” his audience
of the “true character” of his statements—that is, because he had not informed
his readers that these were statements of opinion rather than statements of fact
—the jury could find them to be false.

Thus, in the patriotic fervor of the moment, angry, ill-tempered,
“disloyal” criticism of the government was readily transformed into criminal
falsehood. Although Congress had clearly intended the false statement
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provision of the Espionage Act to apply only to false statements of fact and
although the court of appeals gave lip service to this principle, in practical
effect the court of appeals accorded no more constitutional protection to
Pelley’s opinions in  than the Federalist judges had given to Lyon’s,
Cooper’s, and Holt’s opinions in .

But that does not end the matter because even if Pelley’s statements were
not factually false, could he nonetheless have been punished for violating other
provisions of the Espionage Act of ? Under the standards used during
World War I, Pelley could certainly have been convicted of attempting to
“cause insubordination” and to “obstruct the recruiting or enlistment service.”
If Charles Schenck and Eugene Debs were guilty of violating those provisions,
so too was Pelley. His statements in The Galilean certainly had a “bad
tendency” to hinder the war effort.

But, as we have seen, the World War I standard had been discredited by
, and the Supreme Court was already well on its way to embracing a
variant of the Holmes/Brandeis clear and present danger standard.56 What-
ever else one might say about Pelley’s statements, there was certainly no clear
and present danger that they would substantially and immediately impair the
war effort. Thus, although Pelley could have been punished under the World
War I–era “bad tendency” standard, by  he could not have been punished
for uttering words having a mere “bad tendency.” Indeed, this is precisely why
he was charged under the false statement provision.57

The question, then, is whether the clear and present danger standard,
rather than the bad tendency standard, should govern when the defendant is
prosecuted for making allegedly false statements with the intent to hinder the
war effort. Should false statements of fact receive the same protection under
the First Amendment as true statements of fact and statements of opinion?
As the Supreme Court recognized in Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire,58 decided
in the same year as Pelley, “[t]here are certain well-defined and narrowly
limited classes of speech, the prevention and punishment of which have never
been thought to raise any Constitutional problem.” The Court offered false
statements of fact as an illustration of such speech. The Court explained that
“such utterances are no essential part of any exposition of ideas, and are of
such slight social value as a step to truth that any benefit that may be derived
from them is clearly outweighed by the social interest in order andmorality.”59

In effect, then, the Court recognized in Chaplinsky that some types of
speech are of only “low” First Amendment value and are therefore not fully
within “the freedom of speech.” Such low-value expression, the Court implied
in Chaplinsky, may be restricted in circumstances that would not justify the
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suppression of speech that merits full First Amendment protection. It is
difficult to disagree with the proposition that false statements of fact are not
the sort of expression the First Amendment was meant to promote. Thus,
although it may be appropriate to protect false statements of fact because
“erroneous statement is inevitable in free debate,” there is no reason to protect
them because they are valuable in their own right.

There is one final twist that should not pass unnoticed. Although civil and
even criminal liability for knowingly false statements that defame a particular
individual have been held consistent with the First Amendment, it does not
necessarily follow that defamation of the government is similar. There is no
deeply rooted historical tradition of criminal prosecutions for false statements
that defame the government (other than the discredited concept of seditious
libel). From this view, Pelleymay have been right in arguing that even if he had
made a false statement of fact about the government, he still could not
constitutionally be punished absent some proof of “actual harm” to the war
effort. In Pelley’s case, it is highly unlikely the government could have pre-
sented such proof.

One final, but essential, observation is warranted. As the Court of Appeals
emphasized, “the gist of the substantive counts” against Pelley “is the publi-
cation and dissemination of ‘false statements.’”60 This implies a clear recog-
nition in  that criminal prosecutions for expression of the sort that were
commonplace during World War I were now of doubtful constitutionality, if
not downright unthinkable. Although both the Department of Justice and the
court of appeals in Pelley can be faulted for not working out the fine points of
prosecutions for false statement, there is no question that the insistence on this
form of prosecution marked a critical leap forward.

the “great sedition trial” of world war ii

In July , under continuing pressure from the public, the press, and the
President, Attorney General Biddle announced the indictment of twenty-six
American fascist leaders, charging themunder both the Espionage Act and the
Smith Act with conspiracy to undermine the morale of the armed forces.
Although these defendants were vehemently antiadministration, anti-Semitic,
pro-German, and enthralled with Hitler, even lawyers in the Department of
Justice were uneasy about how politics and public pressure had led to this
sudden rash of indictments. President Roosevelt, however, heartily congrat-
ulated Biddle on his capitulation to his demands.61
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Representative of the views of the defendants is the following passage
from “The Political Genius of Hitler,” published in the Weckruf on July ,
:62

Unpalatable as it may be for us to accept the idea, it must be
recognized that Hitler, when analyzed simply on the basis of histor-
ical fact, is not only the greatest political genius since Napoleon, but
also the most rational. During five years, Hitler has not made one
important mistake or suffered one serious setback… . He has trans-
formed Germany from a vanquished nation … into the master of
Europe… . A rational political genius who gets what he wants is
incomprehensible to a people steeped in the irrational rationalism
of men like Woodrow Wilson and Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Most of the defendants in this prosecution had nothing in common but a
shared hatred of Jews and Roosevelt and a general faith in the principles of
fascism. Nonetheless, they were charged with conspiracy. The defendants
were aptly described in the New York Times as “as queer a kettle of fish as
was ever assembled by such means.”63 Another writer noted at the time that
“[s]eldom have so many wild-eyed, jumpy lunatic fringe characters been
assembled in one spot, within speaking, winking, and whispering distance
of one another.”64

Although newspapers across the political spectrum applauded the indict-
ment, the prosecution, in Francis Biddle’s words, soon dissolved into a “dreary
and degrading experience.”65 In April , almost two years after the
defendants had been indicted, the defendants finally went on trial. The
proceeding was popularly known as the “Great Sedition Trial” of World
War II and was covered widely in the press. It turned out to be a legal and
public relations nightmare for the government. Amidst scenes of “uproar
approaching the dimension of a riot,” Judge Edward Eicher was determined to
be fair. But the defendants were unruly and obstructionist. While the judge
and the government attempted to follow conventional judicial procedures,
the defendants wore Halloween masks, “moaned, groaned, laughed aloud,
cheered and clamored.” Throughout the trial, they “wailed” that it was all a
“Jewish-Communist plot to curb their freedom of speech.”66

The crux of the government’s case was that the defendants had acted in
concert with the enemy. But the government had no evidence to support this
charge. The trial quickly devolved into a circus that threatened to go on
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indefinitely. Even though the Washington Post had initially demanded the
prosecution, by mid-trial it was editorializing that the proceeding would
“stand as a black mark against American justice for years to come” and urged
the government to “end this sorry spectacle.”67 OnNovember , , before
the case was submitted to the jury, an exhausted and miserable Judge Eicher
suddenly died. As Biddle sadly observed, the “trial had killed him.”68 This
resulted in a mistrial.

There the matter languished until December , when the government
finally dismissed the indictments—four months after the war had ended and
four-and-a-half years after the defendants had been arrested. Although the
public had lost interest in the Great Sedition Trial well before it dragged to its
sorrowful conclusion, few people protested this attack on speech that was so
despised by the majority.

The Great Sedition Trial left no legal precedent and put no one behind
bars, but it did curtail right-wing propaganda during the war, compel thirty
American fascists to defend themselves in court for four years, and set an
important political precedent for the Smith Act prosecutions of Communists
during the Cold War, looming just around the corner.

“a dark chapter in our record of the last world war”

These were not the only Espionage Act and Smith Act prosecutions during
World War II, but they attracted the most attention. In total, some  indi-
viduals were indicted under these Acts during the course of the war.69

In addition to criminal prosecutions, the federal government invoked its
authority to exclude seditious material from the mail. In the spring of ,
for example, in response to President Roosevelt’s demands, Attorney General
Biddle worked out a plan with postal authorities to deny mailing privileges to
Father Charles Couglin’s Social Justice, the most widely read of the virulently
antiadministration publications. 70

Between  and , Father Coughlin rose from obscurity as a Roman
Catholic parish priest to prominence as a national figure who was both
worshipped and reviled. The secret of Father Coughlin’s influence was his
inimitable radio voice. Coughlin connected so effectively with the despair and
discontent of the Depression that by the mid-s his weekly radio audience
ran into the tens of millions and placed him ahead of even Amos ‘n Andy.

Within a few years, Coughlin became not only a powerful religious leader
but also a serious political force. In , Coughlin founded the National
Union for Social Justice. He characterized Roosevelt as the “Great Betrayer”
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and adopted the battle cry “Roosevelt and Ruin!” In , Roosevelt asked
FrankMurphy to intercede with Coughlin on the theory that as two Catholics
from Detroit they could find common ground. After their meeting, Murphy
thought he hadmade progress, but the reconciliation proved onlymomentary.
By , the National Union had more than five million members and Social
Justice had a circulation of more than a million. After a failed effort to unseat
Roosevelt in , Coughlinmoved evenmore sharply to the right. By , he
was sounding more and more like a European fascist. He now praised the
“social justice” of the Third Reich.71

A month after Kristallnacht, Coughlin roared that it was time for the
American people to halt the international Jewish conspiracy. Coughlin’s radio
sermons now made him the German hero in America, and the Bund cele-
brated him as one of the few Americans who had the courage to withstand the
intimidation of the Jews. He frequently lifted entire passages of his sermons
verbatim from Nazi propaganda.72

Once the United States entered World War II, Social Justice castigated
Roosevelt, belittled the American military, and blamed the war on a British-
Jewish-Roosevelt conspiracy. InApril , Social Justicewas banned from the
mails under the Espionage Act, pending a final determination. Attorney
General Biddle defended this action on the grounds that Coughlin’s journal
had violated the “false statement” provision of the Act.73 Coughlin responded
with a letter to Biddle, which Coughlin released to the press, in which he
offered to appear at any time before a grand jury to testify to the truth of the
statements in Social Justice. Recognizing that Coughlin was attempting to set
up a situation in which he could play the role of martyr and that a criminal
prosecutionwould divide the nation, Biddle appealed to the Church hierarchy.
In May , the Catholic Church assured the government that Father
Coughlin would remain silent for the duration of the war (on pain of being
defrocked), and Social Justice permanently and “voluntarily” surrendered its
second-class mail permit.74

As in World War I, state and local governments also sought to address
issues of loyalty and security. “Little Dies” committees sprang up in several
states to investigate un-American activities at both state and local levels.75 The
German-American Bund was a target of such actions. By September ,
several states had outlawed the wearing of Bund uniforms, and the Bund and
its members were frequently harassed with charges of tax, financial, and
zoning violations and investigated by state committees. By the end of ,
the Bund had been harassed out of existence.76
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For the most part, though, the Roosevelt administration was effective at
restraining state and local governments. As Biddle later recalled, he and
Robert Jackson were anxious to avoid the kind of reckless state legislation
that had sprung up during World War I.77 In , at a conference of
governors, the President warned against the “cruel stupidities of the vigilante”
and Attorney General Jackson cautioned that “mob efforts almost invariably
seize upon people who [merely] hold opinions of an unpopular tinge.”78

Various committees at the conference recommended that states should not
enact sedition laws, and state and local officials agreed to take seriously their
responsibility to restrain vigilantes and to cede responsibility to combat
disloyalty to the federal government.79

As a result of these efforts, no state passed a sedition act during World
War II, there were very few state prosecutions for disloyalty, and incidents of
vigilantism were rare. The most frequent targets of vigilantism were Jehovah’s
Witnesses, who opposed all war and refused to salute the flag. During the
course of World War II, some five hundred Jehovah’s Witnesses were beaten
by mobs, tarred and feathered, tortured, castrated, or killed in more than
forty states. In some of these incidents, local officials participated in the mob
actions.80

“no official, high or petty”

Where was the Supreme Court during all this activity? For the most part, the
Court played a cautiously speech-protective role. In several narrowly drawn
but important First Amendment decisions, the Court consistently upheld the
rights of dissenters.

Schneiderman v. United States,81 for example, involved the issue of
denaturalization. For most purposes, citizenship acquired by naturalization
is indistinguishable from citizenship acquired by birth. But federal law pro-
vided for the cancellation of naturalized citizenship if it was obtained by
fraud.82 Acting under such provisions, the government instituted a series of
legal actions to cancel the naturalization of persons who had “indicated by
disloyal conduct that they were not at the time of naturalization ‘attached to
the principles of the Constitution.’”83 By the end of , theUnited States had
issued  “decrees of cancellation.” Most of these involved former German
nationals who had promoted “Nazi doctrines” in theUnited States or had been
active in the German-American Bund. The effect of a decree of cancellation
was to reinstate the individual’s original nationality and, if that nationality was
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German, to render the individual subject to internment or deportation as
an enemy alien.84

Schneiderman arrived in the United States from Russia in  when
he was three years old. In , when he was sixteen, he joined the Young
Workers League. In , he became a naturalized American citizen.
Throughout this period, Schneiderman remained active in the Young
Workers League and the Workers Party, which later became the Communist
Party of the United States. In , he was the Communist Party’s candidate
for governor of Minnesota. In , the United States instituted denaturali-
zation proceedings against him on the premise that in  he could not
sincerely have accepted attachment to “the principles of the Constitution”
when he was at the same time a member of the Communist Party. Writing for
the Court, former Attorney General, now Justice, Murphy rejected this
reasoning, holding that Schneiderman’s membership in the Communist Party
did not establish his opposition to the principles of the Constitution. Murphy
distinguished sharply between radical political dissent, which is protected
by the First Amendment, and “exhortation calling for present violent action
which creates a clear and present danger.”85

The following year, in Baumgartner v. United States,86 the Court consid-
ered the case of a German-born individual who had become a naturalized
citizen in . Because Baumgartner later embraced Hitler and his doctrines
of Aryan supremacy, the government cancelled his naturalization on the
theory that he had not been loyal to the United States at the time of his
naturalization. Expanding on Schneiderman, the Court held that an individual
could not be denaturalized even for making “sinister-sounding” statements
“which native-born citizens utter with impunity.”87 Baumgartner effectively
ended the government’s program to denaturalize former members of the
Bund.88

The Court also dealt with several prosecutions for “subversive” advocacy
duringWorldWar II. In Taylor v.Mississippi, 89 the defendant was prosecuted
for stating that “it was wrong for our President to send our boys… to be shot
down for no purpose at all.” The Court held that even in wartime “criminal
sanctions cannot be imposed for such communication.”90 In Hartzel v.
United States, 91 the defendant, a crude anti-Semite, was convicted for dis-
tributing pamphlets that depicted the war as a “gross betrayal of America,”
denounced “our English allies and the Jews,” and assailed the “patriotism of
the President.”Although the case was inmany respects a rerun of Schenck, the
Supreme Court reversed the conviction because the government had failed to
prove that Hartzel had specifically intended to obstruct the draft. The Court
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added that “anAmerican citizen has the right to discuss thesematters either by
temperate reasoning or by immoderate and vicious invective, without running
afoul of the Espionage Act.”92 This decision went a long way toward ending
government efforts to prosecute antiwar dissent and demonstrated just how
far the Court had come since World War I.93

Overall, then, the nation’s free speech record inWorldWar II was mixed.
On one hand, the government clearly felt the tension between respect for
constitutional values and the pressure to accommodate public opinion. The
activities of the Dies Committee, the wide-ranging investigations of the FBI,
the Great Sedition Trial, and the government’s aggressive denaturalization
proceedings all reflected significant overreactions to the very real dangers of
the times.

Franklin Roosevelt, who enthusiastically supported free speech in prin-
ciple, frequently exerted a negative influence, particularly when someone else’s
free speech conflicted with his political self-interest. Without his often-
aggressive insistence on “action,” his attorneys general would have exercised
even greater restraint. The community of lawyers and other citizens who came
to a deeper appreciation of free expression in the wake of World War I too
often fell back into a stance of passivity in the face of wartime anxiety and
antifascist, anticommunist fervor.94 As the experience of World War II
demonstrates, it takes a good deal more fortitude to stand up for free speech
for the opinions “we loathe” when a nation is at war than when it is at peace.

On the other hand, there were many fewer prosecutions for seditious
expression inWorldWar II than inWorldWar I, and there can be little doubt
that widespread concern over the excesses of World War I, the power of the
Holmes/Brandeis dissents, the Supreme Court’s increasingly speech-protective
prewar decisions, the public’s celebration of free expression in the decade
leading up to World War II, and the commitment of Attorneys General
Murphy, Jackson, and Biddle not to repeat the mistakes of the past generated
a significant counterweight to the pressures to suppress dissident speech.

Moreover, the federal government in this era was quite effective in
dampening state and local efforts to punish dissent, and the newCivil Liberties
Division of the Department of Justice helped guide state and local officials in
their protection of free expression. Perhaps most important, the Supreme
Court for the first time played a critical role in cabining the tendency of
wartime governments to punish those who dissent or otherwise advocate
“anti-American” values.95
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. See Murphy, The Constitution in Crisis Times, ; Kalven, A Worthy Tradition,
–; Margaret A. Blanchard, Revolutionary Sparks: Freedom of Expression in Modern
America (Oxford: Oxford University Press, ), –. The federal courts upheld several
treason prosecutions of individuals who had served as paid propaganda agents for the
enemy. See, for example, Gillars v. United States,  F.d  (DC Cir. ) (German
broadcaster); D’Aquino v. United States,  F.d  (th Cir ) (“Tokyo Rose”). See
Blanchard, Revolutionary Sparks, –; Stanley I. Kutler,The American Inquisition: Justice
and Injustice in the Cold War (New York: Hill and Wang, ), –.

. Steele, Free Speech in the Good War, –.
. See Blanchard, Revolutionary Sparks, . One noteworthy failure of the Supreme

Court was its refusal to review the Pelley and Dunne cases. Pelley v. United States,  U.-
S.  (cert denied); Dunne v. United States,  U.S.  () (cert denied). On Dunne,
see note , supra. See also Kalven, A Worthy Tradition n. Robert Goldstein, who is
generally critical of the nation’s response to free speech issues during World War II, gives
high marks to the Supreme Court, noting that to the extent the national did well in this era,
the Supreme Court “bears a good deal of the responsibility.”Goldstein, Political Repression,
. His overall view, however, is that in terms of the “‘ratio’ of repression to dissent,” there
“was probably more repression during World War II in relation to the amount of dissent
voiced, than in any period in American history” ().
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